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Introduction 
The « Centre du Théâtre de l’Opprimé Paris » 

A Theater Company 

 

Each year, the stage professionals, eager to uphold their place as both artists and citizens, create and present each year a 

play of a contemporary playwright. They specially focus on performances combining theater and music. Other projects of 

the company founded by Augusto Boal include ‘Forum-Theaters’, workshops, and training courses in different 

environments: prisons, schools and universities, community centers, local authorities, businesses, etc. 

These interventions allow the company to build and retain a new audience by making theatre more accessible for more 

people. Though it is based primarily in France, the company has also travelled to other countries including Italy, Brazil, 

Palestine, Burundi, Iran, Taiwan, Morocco, Romania, Portugal, Chile, Mexico, Spain and Germany for both performances 

and professional training courses. 

 
« To approach social and human conflicts through theater… to prompt a discussion, to think and 
understand together on stage. That is our commitment! » 

Rui Frati, director of the CTO-Paris 

 
 

A Method 

 
The method of the Theatre of the Oppressed was developed by Augusto Boal in Latin America in the 1970s. His goal was to 

draw visibility to social and political conflicts by giving a voice to marginalized groups who were facing oppression under 

totalitarian regimes of the time. The main technique which is used is called “Forum-Theater”: focusing on a current issue, 

the company of actors creates and performs a scene with a negative outcome. The audience, through prompting from the 

director (called the “joker”), is then invited to reflect on how best to resolve the onstage conflict. Audience members 

become “spectActors” and join the scene through confrontation and interaction with the other characters, thereby 

inspiring new ideas, alternatives, and a willingness to change the situation. By working together, the actors and audience 

find new solutions for the conflicts portrayed on stage. 

 
« To be a citizen is not to live in society, but to change it! » 

Augusto Boal, creator of the Theater of the Oppressed 
 

A Venue 

 

Located in a former furniture-shop-turned-theater, the Theater of the Oppressed organizes training courses and 

workshops, artistic research labs, rehearsals, and creations. Since 1998, the structure, lead by Rui Frati has continued to 

develop their own work, while also hosting and co-producing with other theatre, dance, and music companies. The 

company’s programming promotes contemporary drama and newly emerging troupes, while remaining focused on 

established directors and texts, as well as theater for young audiences. 

Each year is marked by three special events: 

 

September 2021: Spotlight on the newly emerged troupes (Pleins Feux sur la jeune création) 

January 2022: Festival Blank Slate (Carte blanche) to the Aberratio Mentalis company. 

June-July 2022: MigrActions - 15th edition. Collaborative festival between the entire company and visiting artists, 

aiming to foster interaction between the arts and people of all generations. 
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Biographies 
 

Augusto Boal 

Founder, creator of the method and former director of the company 
 

Writer, playwright, director, theoretician, comedian, contemporary politician, he is one 

of the greatest icons of Brazilian theatre of the second half of the 20th century. 

In 1956, he founded at the age of 25 the Arena Theatre in São Paulo, of which he became 

the artistic director and stage director. Until 1964, besides his classical stage settings, he 

developed popular theatre, anchored in street performances and anti-establishment 

movements, from which he created the character of spect-Actor. The 1964 and then 1968 

putsches marked an end to all possibilities to practice this kind of social theatre, deemed 

too subversive. After the publication of his book Le théâtre de l’opprimé in 1971, he fled 

and moved to Paris, where he would continue his activities. He notably created the 

Théâtre de l’Opprimé in 1979.  

In the 1970s, Augusto Boal traveled around Latin America, experimenting diverse forms 

of participative and educative theatre, and then wrote and systemized his theatrical practice. He then organized in 1981 the 

first international festival of the Théâtre de l’Opprimé in Paris. 

Since 1981, he broached the notion of therapeutic theatre and what he named “the cop in the head”. His third book, L’arc-
en-ciel du désir (The Rainbow of Desire) is an essay on this method of theatre and therapy. In 1992, he was elected municipal 

legislator in Rio de Janeiro on the left-wing list of the Labour party of then future President Lula, and started a new 

experience: legislative theatre.  

 

 

 

 

Rui Frati 

Director 
 

Actor and stage director, Rui Frati begins his theatrical path in Brazil after he studied 

drama and sociology.  

He particularly worked with Robert Wilson, Andrei Serban, Enrique Buenaventura, 

Augusto Boal, Ariane Mnouchkine, Maurice Vanneau, Alvin Nikolais… 

In Europe, he taught at the National Drama School of Lisbon, before he moved to Paris 

and succeeded Augusto Boal to the head of the Théâtre de l’Opprimé in 1998. 

He originated the settlement of the company in the 12th district of Paris and has since 

contributed to give it the statute of European investigation center for the Théâtre de 

l’Opprimé method. 

Rui Frati and his team created hundreds of forum-theater plays broaching different 

themes and have implemented many international projects abroad and in overseas 

France with NGO and cultural centers (Brazil, Burundi, Chile, Germany, Guyana, Iran, 

Italy, Lebanon, Morocco, Mexico, Palestine, Portugal, Romania, Réunion Island, Spain, 

Taiwan, UK…)  
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The artistic team 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Actors / Actresses 
 

David Antoniotti 
Manuela Brazil 

Alain Carbonnel 
Chloé Cayeux 

Clara Chapelet 
Justine Chardin-Lecoq 

Laurent Cogez 

François Danieli 
Delphine Dey 

François Durègne 

Benoît Félix-Lombard 

Maria-Teresa Ferreira 
Raphaël Fournier 

Léo Frati 
Natalia Gallego 

Bastien Girard-Lucchini 
Samira Karabadja 

Julien Le Gargasson 
Jean Pavageau 

Aymeric Poidevin 

Alain Ramírez 
Naval Sharifi 

Fabiana Spoletini 

Victor Tocatlian 

Thierry Verrin 
Solange Wotkiewicz                       

 

Rui Frati 

Artistic director 

Toninho Do Carmo 

Musical director
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The "Theater of the Oppressed" 
method & techniques 
 

 

The Theater of the Oppressed Method gives actors and non-actors the necessary tools to express their own will and 

be able to work on their conflicts; 
 

« Let’s try on stage what we have to defend in our lives! » 
 

The objective isn’t to provide a preconceived message, or to find the right answer, but to explore, experiment, 

discover and understand the situation together, as a group. 

 

Named director of the Théâtre de l’Opprimé in 1998 by Augusto Boal, in order to replace him, Rui Frati revitalized and 

refreshed the team. Together, they endeavor to develop Boal’s method (composed by six techniques: Forum-Theater, 

Image-Theater, Rainbow of Desire, Invisible-Theater, Journal-Theater, Legislative Theater), to seek new horizons to 
explore and widen the possibilities of their actions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Forum-Theater 
 

It is the story of a conflict. One of the characters, the protagonist, tries to obtain a legitimate right while being 

frustrated by one or several antagonists. Forum-Theatre is a form of interactive theatre which makes it possible for a 
debate to emerge through the lenses of theatrical play. 

 

Initially, the actors perform several short scenes which mirror daily life situations that are conflicted or obstructed in 
some way. The scenes are then performed again, as many times as necessary, as members of the audience replace an 

onstage character (or create a new character) to achieve a more satisfactory outcome. In facing the actors and 

confronting the initial scene, the “spectActor” must attempt to create new alternatives for the difficult situations at 

hand. The scene is placed under the responsibility of the audience. This avoids the imposition of a message or 
attempts to find a ‘right’ answer. Instead, by experimenting together onstage, solutions become possible. 

The director or “joker” has a fundamental role since he is the facilitator of interactions between the audience and the 

stage: he encourages debate with the audience and coordinates the audience interventions into the scene and the 

Augusto Boal (left) and Rui Frati (right). 

Forum Social Mondial. Porto Alegre, Brazil. 2002. 
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reactions of the actors. During the show, he/she guides the discussion as far as possible and helps the audience to 

develop their points of view and clarify their intentions. 
 

 

 

The Rainbow of Desires 
 

The Rainbow of Desires is a group of techniques elaborated from the actor’s work, shown during character research 
laboratories. The Theater of the Oppressed uses these techniques for the creation of Forum-Theater and Invisible-

Theater scenes. They serve for the creation of the characters, they clarify complex situations, difficult relationships 

or contradictory desires. The development of the character’s consciousness enlarges the arsenal of ideas of the actor 

in front of the audience’s suggestions. During our Rainbow of desires workshops, the trainee, protected by the theater 

convention, can seize these techniques as a self-discovery tool to share his own conflicts: « this difficulty or blockage 
doesn’t belong just to myself... » 
 

 

 

The Image-Theater 
 

Used in laboratory rather than for a public performance, Image-Theater aims to highlight what body language tells 
us, as well as the non-verbal interactions, and the signification of the objects on stage depending on the place we 

assign them on space. Image-Theater consists in creating, modeling and observing living stopped images, and their 

resonance on each of us. Rid of the daily vocal mechanisms, we can then explore several different means and 
possibilities of expression. This is one of the first techniques we use during our courses and workshops. 

 
 

 

The Invisible-Theater 
 

Invisible-Theater is a sort of performance whose particularity is to be played in the natural scenography of real life, 

for an audience that ignores they’re watching a theatre performance. A scene of Invisible-Theater needs a meticulous 
work of preparation on a topical subject, the highlights of the conflicts, the choice of the place where it will be played, 

etc. This technique brings the actors into a direct dialogue with the people, without a safety net. The troupe that 

decides to do Invisible-Theater must have a deep ethic sense towards the people and the subject during all the 

development of the action. The played questioning must take part on its own preoccupations, its real interrogations, 
to avoid all kind of manipulation towards the people answering to the actor’s actions. 
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Forum-Theater performances 
Forum-Theaters at your place? 

Work with us! 
All of our Forum-Theaters performances are reworked and targeted according to 

the targeted public, depending on the needs of the organizer. According to the 

request of the partner, the company creates whole new Forum-Theaters or reworks 

some Forum-Theaters already on its repertoire, depending on the public 

concerned. An inquiry job on the field is done before the performance of the Forum 
in order to guide the director (joker) during the creation process. 

 
 

In practice 
A Forum-Theater session lasts between 1:30 and 2:00 hours. Ten to 

fifteen minutes are for the introduction of the scenes created and 1:20 to 

1:50 hours to the theatrical debate. It can be played everywhere but the 

place needs to have a good sound system (microphones, ideally wireless, 
and amplifier) depending of its natural acoustics.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

► Interested? Need more information? Contact us for a free cost estimation ◄  

mailto:theatreforum@theatredelopprime.com
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These activities are conceived within a close collaboration between the Théâtre de l’Opprimé and the project promoters, 

depending on the real and special needs of the audience. The main idea of using these techniques of interactive theater 

(form-theater, rainbow of desires, image-theater, invisible-theater) is to enable free speech, where you can find 

communication, expression or socialization difficulties. The detachment created by the theater convention and the 

protection lead by the character makes it possible for non-actors to express themselves easier and freely. This makes it 

easier to comprehend uncountable daily situations. 
Using games, stories, improvisations and scene construction exercises, the trainees develop their mutual listening capacity 

as well as their concentration, imagination and way of thinking... At the end, thanks to the group work, the workshops may 

finish by the creation and performance of a Forum-Theater, or just by a collective thinking axed on their specific and 

personal difficulties. 

 

A workshop in your structure 
 

A theater workshop adapted for any type of group (8-14 people), initiated or not to the theatrical practice. We work 

with the group either around a particular theme, or in a more extensive way like a traditional theater workshop (but 

always based on our method). The duration can go from 10 to 70 hours with the same group (minimum 2 hours of 

work per session), on a daily, weekly or bi-monthly basis. After 20 hours of training, there is the possibility of 
presenting a forum-theater show created and performed by the participants to a group of relatives. 
Usually, the groups are composed of students of all ages, elderly people, social workers, inmates in prisons, or groups 

composed of people with disabilities, among others. 
 

 
 

Learn the method during a professional training course 
 

The objective of these artistic interventions is to make the social & management working professionals, students (all ages) 

or any other kind of public… theater initiated and non-initiated people, aware of the Theater of the Oppressed Method and 

encourage the use of these techniques of interactive theater in their professional life. 

Although we offer 8 training courses every year, at the same periods, in our venue in Paris (see details below), we also 

organize additional sessions, at the request of a group, throughout France, Europe and the rest of the world. These courses 

can be on one or several techniques of the method. 

 

 

  

The training courses at the T.O. venue 

The Company of the Theater of the Oppressed Paris has an official certification allowing it to give 

professional training courses. The CTO-Paris has the Datadock Label: financers of the professional 

training courses can verify its conformity in the Quality criteria decree. Similarly, we have the Qualiopi 

Certification, which demonstrates our compliance with the national reference system for our 

professional training courses and allows the trainees to be covered by public or mutual funding bodies. 

 

Organized in our theater, the courses last between 30h to 70h, in a length of 5 to 12 days, and allow 
the trainee to discover and deal with the techniques of the “theater of the oppressed” method in 

depth. 

Taught by the professional actors of the company –in charge of our daily projects–, the courses are 

organized for groups of 10 to 20 participants (depending on the course), each year, generally during 

the Parisian holidays. 

Artistic workshops and training courses 

 

Organisme 

de Formation 
Professionnelle 

 

117 52 05 27 75 
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Training courses’ schedule 2021/2022 
 

Le théâtre-forum 

A. 3 weekend session - 35 h 
   Nov. 27th-28th 2021, Dec. 4th-5th, Dec 11th-12th 2021 

B. French All Saints holidays - 35 h 
   February 22nd to 27th 2022 

C. International session - 35 h 
May 24th to 29th 2022 

 

The Rainbow of Desires 
French winter holidays – 35 h 

March 1st to 6th 2022 
 

 

Weekly workshop 
 

For twenty years, Delphine Dey, actress and stage director (joker) in the Theater of the Oppressed Company has 
directed a weekly workshop on Monday’s evening. This activity is entitled “From a text to a the Forum-Theater”, or 

the discovery of the pleasure of expressing emotions supported by the words of an author (no matter his field of 
predilection): script, play, novel, song, poetry… It enables the exploration of the following techniques: respiration, 

relaxation, vocal work, lecture, emotional memory, Image-Theater, improvisation, acting… At the end of each course 

(semester), the trainees play a Forum-Theater. 
 

Mondays at 7:30pm (2 independent units) 

1st Unit: 

From Sept. 20th 2021 to Feb. 7th 2022 

2nd Unit: 

From Feb. 21th to July 11th 2022 
 

 

Follow all the detailed information (costs and apply forms) on our website: www.theatredelopprime.com 
 

☎ Contact: (+33) (0)1 43 45 81 20  /  theatreforum@theatredelopprime.com 
 
 

 

On-line interventions 
Based on experiences such as ISOLAT (2013-2016), an online interactive project with partners in Italy, Romania, 

Palestine and Portugal; several teleforum-theaters presented during the COVID-19 pandemic; and distance training 

courses between 2020 and 2021 for Italy, the Théâtre de l'Opprimé is continuously developing means to enable the 

realization of more projects through video conferencing. Technical requirements: One electronic device (computer, 

tablet or smartphone) per person with internet access. 

 

Teleforum-theater: The presentation lasts 1 hour (for up to 6-40 people). Interaction is limited compared to basic 
forum-theater, but the device allows a different type of interaction with the audience. 

 

Training course: Introductory sessions to Forum-Theatre (for up to 6-10 people), lasting from 9am to 6pm with the 
same group (3 hours of work per session). Limited by the screen, all the exercises of the method are not available for 

these courses. We have adapted a certain number of games and exercises to make them compatible and lively for 

videoconference work. 

 

The joker & the construction of a Forum-Theater 
French Easter holidays – 35h 
April 26th to May 1st 2022 
 

The Forum-Theater for teenagers / children 
At the end of the school year – 30h 
July 11th to 16th 2022 
 

The Theater of the Oppressed techniques 

French summer holidays – 70h 
August 16th to 28th 2022 
 

http://www.theatredelopprime.com/
mailto:theatreforum@theatredelopprime.com
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Led by the Inter-ministerial Committee for the Prevention of Delinquency and Radicalization (CIPDR), the Quartiers 
d'été project sets up weekly workshops in several difficult/dangerous neighborhoods throughout the whole French 

territory. They are aimed primarily at young people aged 16 to 25 in difficult situations, to fight against delinquency, 
discrimination and school dropout, by working on living together. After the successive confinements since March 2020 
and the restrictive sanitary measures put in place, the project aims to prevent any risk of rupture and community 

withdrawal, by reinforcing the social link and opening new perspectives through cultural and sports activities. 

 

This way, the Théâtre de l'Opprimé organizes workshops that use mainly the forum-theater technique on 

relationships with others (at work, with the family, in society, etc.), targeting some specific topics (the fight against 
radicalization and recidivism), but also music and capoeira. The company was assisted in situ, in each city, by the 

specialized prevention and/or a social center. 

There was the possibility to organize a forum-theater performance per group during the last work session for most of 

the groups. The idea was that each group could think about its condition and (re)integrate easily into society (work, 

family, society) so that they would not feel excluded and return to bad habits while working on their personal 
development and awareness. 

With extrapolations of their situations, through theater, they are sensitized in a playful way to better understand the 
world: collective socialization, oral expression, listening, taking a step back, respect, self-esteem, meditation, 

concentration, debates, access to culture, anxiety management, conflict mediation, respect for common rules, 

creativity, values, stereotypes and rigor. 

For the 2020 edition we worked on 30 neighborhoods, in 25 different cities, with groups of 10-12 young people who 
benefited directly from this project. That is 324 young people (163 women and 152 men). In 2021, about 1351 young 

people from all over France (683 women and 618 men) in 26 neighborhoods, in 18 cities, benefited from this initiative, 
opening new horizons for many of them. 

 

 
 

 
 

What sets us apart…
 

Why to choose the Center of the Theater of the Oppressed Paris’ Company? 
 

- Established in Paris in 1979 by Augusto Boal himself 

- First group in the world created specially to work with Augusto Boal’s method 
- Currently led by Rui Frati, the company has more than 43 years of international experience, all around the world 

- We have taught Boal’s method to most of the other actors who perform the Forum-Theater in France or in Europe 
- Our troupe is composed of professional actors with many years of experience not amateurs or students 

- Our professional actors are paid according to the law (French collective convention) 

- Our actors are experts in all the techniques of Augusto Boal’s method, not only in the Forum-Theater technique 
- In our work, we have encountered nearly every type of social and political issue (and in all environments: work, family, 

friends, school, university, associations…) 

- We have worked with diverse audiences, aged 8 to 99 

- We have worked for years with all types of organizations (nursery schools, primary schools, middle schools, high 
schools, universities, associations, businesses, hospitals, prisons, community centers, cultural centers, city councils, 
festivals...) 

- We customize our shows (at no additional cost) to fit the specific needs of each social project/organization 

- We create as many Forum-Theater performances as we do contemporary theater productions 

- We have our own space which allows us to remain permanently visible and accessible. We host a variety of 

performances and workshops, through which people and organizations who wish to learn about or develop projects 

with us have the opportunity to meet us easily. 

 

Quartiers d’été Project 
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UE (ongoing) 
Projet : SHARAD 

Projet : WIP 
 

 

City councils 
Alfortville, Amiens Métropole, Argenteuil, 

Athis-Mons, Aubervilliers, Avignon, Bagnolet, 

Bezons, Blanc-Mesnil, Bobigny, Bois-

Colombes, Bondy, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Bourg la 

Reine, Brunoy, Carrières-sous-Poissy, Cergy, 

Chalette-sur-Loing, Champigny, Champs-sur-

Marne, Chanteloup-les-Vignes, Chantilly, 

Chilly-Mazarin, Clichy-sous-Bois, Colmar, 

Combs-la-Ville, Creil, Créteil, Dammarie-les-

Lys, Dugny, Etampes, Evreux, Fresnes, 

Forbach, La Garenne-Colombes, Garges-lès-

Gonesse, Gentilly, Le Havre, Joinville-le-Pont, 

Jouy-en-Josas, Landivisiau, Lieusaint, Lille, 

Limoges, Louvres, Lyon, Magny-les-Hameaux, 

Marseille, Meaux, Melun, Moissy-Cramayel, 

Montélimar, Montreuil, Morangis, Moulins, 

Mulhouse, Nancy, Nanterre, Nîmes, Nogent-

sur-Oise, Noisy-le-Grand, Orléans, Paris, Pont 

Sainte-Maxence, Quincy-sous-Sénart, Romans-

sur-Isère, Rouen, Saint-Ouen, Sarcelles, 

Sevran, Stains, Strasbourg, Torcy, Toulouse, 

Tours, Trappes, Valence, Vaulx-en-Velin, 

Vernon, Villejuif, Villeneuve-la-Garenne, 

Villeneuve-St-Georges, Villiers-le-Bel, 

Villetaneuse, Villepinte, Vitry-sur-Seine … 

► Guyane Française, île de la Réunion… 
 

 

Community centers 
Fédérations des Hauts-de-Seine, Paris, Seine-

St-Denis. 

Ctre. Socio-Educatif de Dammarie-les-Lys, CS 

Flora Tristan, CS de Bezons, CS de Garges-lès-

Gonesse, CS Belleville, CS Daniel Balavoine, CS 

Espace Arc-en-Ciel, CS Edmund Michelet, CS 

Félix Merlin, CS Hissez Haut, CS La Croix St 

Simon, CS Maurice Noguès, CS Millandy 

(Meudon la Forêt), CS Pablo Picasso, CS Roser, 

CS Soleil St Blaise, CS Seine et Marne, CS 

Wasquehal (59) … 
 

Schools 
Junior High schools: 

Balzac (Sancerre, 18), Coll. International de 

Noisy-le-Grand (93), Georges Braques (Neuilly-

sur-Marne, 93), Germaine Tillon (12e), JF 

Kennedy (Allonnes, 72), Jean Jaurès (Saint 

Ouen, 93), Jean Charcot (Joinville, 94), Henri 

Dunant (Meaux, 77), Henri Wallon (Garges-Lès-

Gonesse, 95), La Pléiade (Sevran, 93), Les Dines 

Chiens (Chilly-Mazarin, 91), Collèges de 

Maubeuge (59), M. Audoux (Sancoins, 18), Max 

Jacob (St Jean de la Ruelle, 45), REP Jean-

Baptiste Clément (20e), Saint Exupéry (Aulnay-

sous-Bois, 93), Victor Hugo (Noisy le Grand, 93) 

… 

High schools: 

Adolphe Chérioux (Vitry-sur-Seine, 94), 

Agricole (Langon, 33), Agricole (Sées, 61), Alain 

Fournier (Bourges, 18), Blaise Pascal (Forbach, 

57), Edouard Vaillant (Vierzon, 18), Pro. 

Fernand Léger (Argenteuil, 95), Grand Air (La 

Baule, 44), Hélène Boucher (12e), Jacques 

Prévert (Combs-la-Ville, 77), Pro. Louise Michel 

(Epinay s/Seine, 93), Paul Eluard (Saint-Denis, 

93), Paul Valéry (12e), Rabelais (Dugny, 93), 

Newton (Clichy, 92), Institut Saint Pierre 

(Brunoy, 91), Gymnasium de Trèves 

(Allemagne) … 
 

Universities 
AUNOHR (Beyrouth) 

IUT d’Evreux 

IUT Paris Descartes 

UNAM (Mexico) 

Université Sorbonne Nouvelle – Paris 3 

Université Paris Didérot – Paris 7 

Université Paris 8 – Saint Denis 

Université d’Orléans 

Université Lumière Lyon 2 

Universités de Venise, Brescia, Milan… 
 

Prisons 
CPA de Villejuif (2010- ) 

Maison d’Arrêt de la Santé (2008- ) 

M. A. de Fresnes (2017- ) 

M. A. Roanne (2018) 

M. A. des Baumettes (2014) 

M. A. des Hauts-de-Seine (2005- ) 

SPIP d’Alençon (2013) 

UEMO (2016- ) 

CEF (2018- ) … 
 

Associations 
Ado VIH, AIDES, ADSEA 77, Aide et Action, Al 

Alma France, APEL National, APF France 

Handicap, CASP, Crescendo, Culture & Progrès, 

Essor 93, Evolia 93, Feu Vert, iDsanté, Groupe 

SOS Jeunesse, Jean Cotxet, Junior Association, 

La Voix de l’Enfant, L’Envol, Le RDV des 

parents, Mie de Pain, Mom’Frenay, Paris Foot 

Gay, Vivre … 
 

Health centers 
ADPED, CRAMIF, Hôpital Goüin, Hôpital Robert-

Debré, Hôpital Saint-Antoine, Maisons de 

retraite Korian (several), Médecins du Monde, 

SAMSAH, Sidaction … 
 

And ... 

Accueil Torcy, ARCADI, Artisans du Monde, CAF 

(several), Centre des Jeunes Dirigeants (CJD), 

CFDT, CGIL Lombardie (Italy), Chrétiens et 

SIDA, CLIC Melun Rivage, CNFPT, Congrégation 

Notre Dame, Comité Fr. pour la Solidarité 

Inter., Culture au Quai, ENEDIS, Enseignement 

Catholique, FAPIL, FEHAP, Fédération 

d’entraide protestante, Femmes Solidaires, 

Festival L’Appel de la Lune, Festival 

Travessuras Culturais (Portugal), GrDF, GRET, 

Here and Next, ICF La Sablière, IEPC, IFE, 

Institut Catholique de Paris, Jeunesse Feu Vert, 

JYM Consultants, Les Amis de l’Atelier, 

Logement Francilien, Ministères (several), 

Palais de la Porte Dorée, Pôle Emploi, SNCF, 

Société Verrecchia, YES Theater (Palestine) … 
 

... out of France 
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Burundi, Chile, 

England, Germany, Greece, Holland, Iran, 

Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Luxembourg, Mexico, 

Morocco, Palestine, Poland, Portugal, 

Rumania, Spain, Slovenia, Sweden, Taïwan … 

 

The most popular themes and topics       ✔  A short list ! 
 

Being a citizen, citizen-government relations, public services, social insecurity, integration of foreigners, treatment of undocumented 

immigrants, social housing neighborhoods, neighborhood relations, homophobia, secularism, gender equality, discrimination (in the 

city, at work, etc.), racism, discriminatory behavior, justice, crime, family and domestic violence, sexual violence, violence against 

women, violence in the workplace, workplace conflicts, violence and antisocial behavior, parenting, school life, school violence, 

education, role of parents in education, internet addiction, youth issues, child protection, living together, suffering at work, burn-out, 

suicide prevention, management, globalization, north-south relations, sustainable development, public transportation, recycling, 

energy, health, bad nutrition habits, sexuality, unplanned pregnancy, STDs, AIDs prevention, addiction, smoking, self-esteem, disability, 

living with chronic illness, elder abuse, elderly fall prevention, end-of-life care, human dignity, unemployment and job search, job 

interviews, personal and professional expression, climate change and global solidarity, sustainable development, harassment (school, 

work, home), cyber-harassment, fighting against radicalization . . . among many others ! 
 

Our recent experience [2015-2021] 
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2022, Mexico: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed. Mexico City. 

2021, Portugal: Performance of the theatre production Nobis ; le théâtre confiné, Travessuras Culturais Festival, Ponta do 

Sol – Madeira. 

2020, Italy: VOILA project. Training courses on Forum-Theater. Pistoia. 

2019, Spain: Participation to the 20th International Theater Book Festival, Madrid. 

2018, Greece: International colloquium #ErasmusDays2018. Athens. 

2018, Bulgaria: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed. Sofia. 

2018, Mexico: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed. Mexico City. 

2017-2018, French Guiana: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed. Oyapock. 

2017-2018, Reunion Island: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed. Saint Denis. 

2017, Portugal: Performance of the theatre productions Je suis Don Quijote de la Mancha and Poète, mon centenaire de 

poète, Travessuras Culturais Festival, Ponta do Sol – Madeira. 

   
 

2016, 2017, Portugal: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed, Ponta do Sol – Madeira. 

   
 

2016, 2017, Lebanon: Training courses on the techniques of interactive theater. AUNOHR University. Beirut. 

2016, Morocco: Support to the 4L Trophy. 

2016, Palestine: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed, and help on the direction for the play Sameh, based on 

the method, for the theater company YES Theater. Hebron. 

2013, Palestine: Training courses on the Rainbow of Desires technique. Ashtar Festival. Ramallah. 

    
2010, Chile: Simposio Internacional Teatro y Cárcel. 

2008, Taiwan: Human’s Rights Memorial, Old penitential of Green Island. 

2007, Iran: Performance of Dans l’ombre, FADJR Theater Festival, National Theatre, Tehran. 

  

Recent international projets 
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2007, 2013, Romania: Performance of the theater production Dans l’ombre, Alba Julia’s Festival. 

2006, 2011, Iran: Training courses at the Tehran University and the City Hall. 

2006, Taiwan: The aboriginal in the Taiwanese identity. Arts and Culture Council. Taipei University. Invited by the French 

Cultural Council at Taipei. 

  
 

2003-2004, Morocco: Training courses for the rehabilitation agents and social workers of the Minor’s Detention Center of 

Casablanca, Salé and Rabat. Penal Reform International. Government of Morocco. 

  
 

2002, Brazil: Meeting with the Theater of the Oppressed of Rio de Janeiro. Teatro do Sesc in Porto Alegre. 

2002, Brazil: World Social Forum, at São Paulo, then Porto Alegre. 
 

 
 

2000-2003, Burundi: Invited by the French Cultural Center and Terre des Hommes au Burundi (TDHB) to help the widows 

and orphans of the genocide live together. Research for Commun Ground. CARE Association. / One month training 

course for a group of the Young Center of Kamenge in Paris. 

   
 

1998-2017, Several projects in Italy, specially in: Modena, Bologna, Milan, Genoa, Volterra, Pioltello, Verona, Mantua, 

Brescia: 

- 2016, Verona: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed for the MetisAfrica association. 

- 2015, Genoa: Training courses on the Theater of the Oppressed for the BJCEM association. 
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- 2012, Mantua: Sviluppo e Lavoro, The human evolution in the industry. 

- 2012, 2013, 2014, Brescia University – law faculty. 

- 2009-2012, Modena: Performance of the theater productions Dans l’Ombre, Parfums de plaisir et de mort, 

Traversée. Creation of a Forum-Theater group. 

- 2007-2015, Milan, CGIL Lombardie (trade-union confederation): security and health in work. Creation of a Forum-

Theater group. 

   
 

- 2004-2008, Pioltello: Creation of a Forum Theater group for the City Hall. 

- 2004, Genoa, (European Culture Capital): Theater and handicap. Performance of Emplacement Réservé and Forum-

Theaters. Theaters. 

- 2004-2017, Milan: Rui Frati, visiting professor at the Libera Scuola di Terapia Analitica (PhD level). “Theater and 

Therapy”. 

- 1998, Milan: Première of the play Damiens ou le grondement de la bataille, inspired on « Surveiller et punir » of M. 

Foucault. Piccolo Teatro. 
 

 

Forum-Theater allows us to prepare for eventual difficulties teenagers could encounter, and to learn how to face intolerance, 

taboo and all kinds of discrimination disabled people may experience. 

By making theater a suitable place for free speech and exchange, the theatrical work aims to open a vast debate covering the 

reality of handicap-related situations, as well as the evolution of the ideas, information and general conception of these 

circumstances. 

Examples of scenes pulled out of the play “Emplacement Réservé”: 

► Scene 1 

French professor, Mme Bonnet, takes her students to an exhibition. Two of them are disabled, which forces them to take 

the elevator while at the museum. She finds herself in front of a disdainful museum staff reacting in a selfish manner 

towards the disabled students. 

► Scene 2 

Near a swimming pool, some security agents discuss. They are mocking one of their colleagues recently known as RQTH 

(French label recognizing that a disabled person is suitable for working). During the discussion they talk about what does it 

implies to have a disabled colleague, the quality of his job and his abilities. 

At work, in society, among friends, at school… How to face discriminating situations? Which behavior to adopt? 
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2021-2023, Project: SHARAD – Sharing Radio. Italy, France, Portugal, Romania. 

2018-2020, Project: WIP – Work In Progress. Italy, Portugal, Spain. 

2017-2019, Project: Exchange of Good Practices in order to achieve a pedagogical and cultural model to combat violence 

against women. Italy, France, Portugal, Germany, Slovenia. 

2014-2017, Project: Pas de Deux (leader) Belgium, Spain, Italy, Portugal. 

2013-2016, Project: ISOLAT (leader) Italy, Palestine, Portugal, Romania. 

2013-2015, Project: PICP – Grundtvig. England, Germany, Italy. 

2012-2014, Project: Prisoners on stage Germany, Italy, Rumania. 

2009-2011, Project: EDGE Italy, England. 

2005-2006, Project: Du centre de détention au centre culturel Italy, Germany, England, Sweden, Austria. 

 

 

 

Projects in prison 
For more than 20 years, the Théâtre de l’Opprimé Paris has participated in 

several European projects on the topic “theater in prison”. 
Simultaneously, since 2010, the Théâtre de l’Opprimé’s team weekly attends 

the La Santé Prison in Paris and the Centre de Peine Aménagée in Villejuif (among 

others), to direct a Forum-Theater workshop for a group of about 12 to 25 

prisoners. 
This Parisian project gained reputation and, from 2013 to 2015, we 

participated, in particular, to the Grundtvig European project among four other 

European structures.  Read the details below. 
 

 

2018/2020 « WIP – Work In Progress » - Italy, Portugal, Spain, France 

The project aims to allow a free dialogue between organizations of different countries, working on innovating 

detention, through the exchange of good practices and the realization of workshops for educators, actors, social 

workers and prison staff. The partners are those in Europe with the highest migration density: countries neighboring the 

Mediterranean, the first port of arrival of the migrants coming from war and poverty zones. The high density of foreign 

prisoners in the detention centers within these countries causes several coexistence and communication difficulties 

among the prisoners and between the prisoners and the prison staff, sometimes concerning severe violations to the 

Human Rights and to the dignity of the prisoners. 
 

 

2013/2015 « Grundtvig: From the detention center to the cultural center » - Italy, Germany, England, France 

This partnership aims at the identification and selection of the 

good practices dragged from the theater in prison experiences to 

develop a work-model that could be transferred to other contexts 

and/or objectives. The implied partners can reinforce their 

knowledge and expertise on this field by the creation of a common 

ground where to develop this type of theater. All this thanks to the 

cooperation and sharing of useful information and skills coming 

from their different experiences in prison and in the general social 

inclusion field. 
 

 

 

Projects supported by the European Union 
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2012/2014 « Prisoners on stage, theatre as link between inside and outside » - Italy, Germany, Rumania, France. 

T he purpose of this European project is to provoke the meeting of several different 

partners who develop theater in prison in their respective countries. 

The effects of the theater work in prison happened to be very positive. Beyond the 

fact of giving prisoners the opportunity to regularly practice a cultural activity, theater 

develops better social links within the prison, specially by offering them a moment of 

distance and detachment (even if fictive or brief) out of their daily reality. 

Therefore, theater can take all its real meaning in a resocialization and reinsertion 

process, this being the main objective of both the prisoners that follow our workshops 

and the penitential administration that organizes the interventions. 

 

  
 

 

2009/2011 EDGE Project : « théâtre en prison » - Italy, England, France. 

 

 

2005/2006 « Du centre de détention au centre culturel » - Italy, Germany, England, Sweden, Austria, France. 

2000 « 50 ans après le fascisme » - Germany, Holland, Poland, France. 

1997 « Teatro e carcere » - Italy, England, Germany, Spain, France.  
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Lune trop petite et marche dangereuse – 2018 
by Augusto Boal, homage to the 50th anniversary of the Feira Paulista de Opinião. Paris. 
The judgment of Che. The Theatre of the Oppressed pays tribute to the artists who in 1968, with 

Augusto Boal, declared themselves in civil disobedience against censorship, asking the public: 

"What do you think of Brazil today?" With their First "Feira Paulista de Opinião", they publicly 

joined both the movement of resistance to the Brazilian dictatorship but also committed 

themselves to the revolution of morals that was going to shake the world up. 

Fantaisie pour un homme seul – 2017 
by Delphine Dey. Paris. 

“Author” works alone in his small Parisian loft. He is writing a play called “Fantasy”, which is embodied 

by a woman. She changes her face and mood following his imagination and desires, as they live together 

almost like “a couple”. We witness their daily routine, muddled and uncomfortable. 

This incoherent life, full of impromptu moments suites him. 

The arrival of “Woman”, a neighbor, breaks the harmony of this imaginary couple established by the 

writer and his work… 

Our recent contemporary theater productions 
 

Sameh 2016 

de Ra’ed Shoukni. Tehran, Paris. 

Remarquables Utopies 2014 

de J.R. Fernández, Arrigo Barnabé. Paris. 

Poète, mon centenaire de poète 2013/2017 

de Isabel Ribeiro. Paris, Madeira. 

Nelson de Río 2012 

de Isabel Ribeiro, Nelson Rodrigues. Paris. 

La Terre 2011/2012 

de J.R. Fernández. Paris, Milan, Madrid. 

Parfums de plaisir et de mort 2008 

de Li-Ang. Paris, Modena, Milan 

Emplacement réservé 2004/2006 

Genoa, Paris 

Traversée 2003/2006 

Paris, Pise, Modena 

 

Dans l’ombre 2002/2007 

Paris, Modena, Tehran 

L’état de nos droits 2000/2002 

Paris, Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre 

Beco das Garrafas 1998 

Paris 

Damiens 1997 

Paris           ... 
 

Je suis Don Quijote de la Mancha – 2016/2017 
by José Ramon Fernández, homage to the 400th anniversary of Cervantes. Paris, Madeira. 

A troupe is rehearsing to play Don Quixote... the daughter of de Sancho Panza, while contesting her father 

and Don Quixote, discovers the hero, his desire of justice, the value of a utopian dream, dreams... the 

necessity of liberty. And him... stop, we don’t want to reveal the whole show! 

 

Libertades Partie 1 "Alter" – 2020 
A project by José Ramón Fernández, Carmen Loza, Miguel Zavala and Rui Frati. Paris. 

Miguel Zavala proposes fourteen photographs. Fourteen authors work in Spain on these images. 

Each image is then associated with a short play. The Théâtre de l'Opprimé uses these plays in its 

workshops. Sometimes only one, sometimes all of them. Several authors, actors and actresses, 

several directors set themselves to work. As always, they open the stage to the spectator so that 

he or she can make his or her own voice heard and so that, together, they can draw the path of 

this common reflection. 

 

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) 

Libertades Partie 2 "Nobis, le théâtre confiné" – 2021 
A project by Rui Frati and José Ramón Fernández. Paris, Madeira. 

A retirement home, a charity warehouse and a building share a courtyard. Intrusive windows and 

precarious niches inhabited by curious characters: Mathieu, Saïd, Théophila and Luba. Lucie visits them. 

Here the daily lives of anonymous people who know little or nothing about each other are intertwined. In a 

more distant place, two strangers, Belén and Nasser, come together in circumstances that are far apart. A 

daily life turned upside down by the exceptionality of their situations, which erases the small pleasures of 

life. Loneliness and solidarity, distance and proximity, selfishness and generosity will punctuate these 

slices of life and question what is important. By invading all the physical spaces of representation (and of 

the public), they will make us their fellow travelers... 

MigrActeurs – 2019 
Un projet de Isabel Ribeiro, Toninho do Carmo, Rui Frati, Telma Savietto. Paris. 

In the beginning, in 2000, with Toninho do Carmo, Isabel Ribeiro and our troupe, we wanted to talk about the 

place of women in Human Rights... With a baião we sang The State of Our Rights (L’état de nos droits), in Paris, 

Porto Alegre and São Paulo... Today we ask ourselves, where are these Human Rights? During the last twenty 

years, we've made one new show after another. Creations of our own as well as texts of contemporary 

authors, Taiwanese, Spanish, Belgian... Our will to sing the hope and the freedom being always intact we 

invite you to join us for the next seasons. 

 

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version) 
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Some press articles… 
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Practical  

Information 
 
Centre du Théâtre de l'Opprimé – 

Augusto Boal 
(CTO-Paris) 
78/80 rue du Charolais 

75012 Paris, France 

 
Public transportation to come 
Subway : L.1 (Reuilly-Diderot), L.8 (Montgallet), 
L.6 (Dugommier), L.14 (Gare de Lyon - sortie 9)  
RER : A & D (Gare de Lyon - sortie 9) 

Bus : L.29 (Charles Bossut) 

 

 
CONTACT US 

 

Company’s producer (Forum-Theaters, workshops & training courses) 

Alain Ramírez Méndez 

theatreforum@theatredelopprime.com – (+33) 1 43 45 81 20 
 
Production assistant 

Marine Arena 

forum@theatredelopprime.com – (+33) 1 43 45 81 20 

 
Communication assistant 

Erus Brun 
communication@theatredelopprime.com – (+33) 1 43 45 45 71 

 
Venue’s technical director 

Tanguy Gauchet 
technique@theatredelopprime.com  

 

Venue’s programming team 
programmation@theatredelopprime.com 
Please send exclusively play propositions. We won’t answer to any publicity newsletters. 

 

Administrator 
Fabien Daï-pra  

administration@theatredelopprime.com – (+33) 1 43 45 45 74 

 
Director 
Rui Frati 

rui.frati@theatredelopprime.com 

 
 
 

 

 
 
More information: 

 www.theatredelopprime.com 

   Théâtre de l’Opprimé 
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